ABSTRACT: High-speed breaker is an important device to protect circuit in electric power system. When any malfunction occurs on high-speed breaker, it may cause major power grid accident and lead to serious economic loss. Therefore, it contains important technical significance and economic significance in timely understanding the working performance of breaker and implementing scientific condition-based maintenance. Optical noncontact measurement scheme is mainly composed of six parts: target object, LED light source, lens, line laser, linear CCD, and terminal process equipment. However, as breakers are commonly placed in complex environment, the illumination quality on the spot cannot be guaranteed. Optical system of the entire system needs to implement self-adaptation according to the environmental illumination at the site. Based on the situation, this paper designed an automatic gain algorithm to make linear CCD able to adjust gain in accordance with environment, so as to obtain high-quality images.
INTRODUCTION
In most cases, the schemes to measure contact breaker motion state use optical-electricity encoder and direct-current linear variable differential transformer (DC-DC LVDT) displacement sensor. However, this kind of system is easy to be impacted by surrounding electrostatic field, electromagnetic wave radiation field, and electric transmission line. It is not applicable for breakers of compact structures. In comparison, a new-type optical noncontact measurement scheme is convenient in installation, strong in disturbance resistance and wide in application. However, as breakers are commonly placed in complex environment, the illumination quality on the spot cannot be guaranteed. Optical system of the entire system needs to implement self-adaptation according to the environmental illumination at the site. Based on the situation, an automatic gain algorithm to make linear CCD able to adjust gain in accordance with environment is required, so as to obtain high-quality images. 
BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO NONCONTACT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM OF HIGH-SPEED CIRCUIT BREAKER IN MOTION STATE
The targets the measurement system studies are the moving contact of high-speed breaker and its motion state in high-voltage electric power system. See Figure  1 for the schematic of moving contact. While breaker is in opening/closing operation, the expression will be moving contact moving from A to B and from B to A. While measuring the distance-time curve of breaker motion state, the most important part is to monitor the location of breaker moving contact on each moment during opening/closing process. A distance-time characteristic curve of location information about each moment can be obtained by recording the process of moving contact moving from A to B. In traditional contact measurement schemes, the testing results of moving contact displacement signals measured by DC-DC LVDT displacement sensor are comparably ideal. However, for high-voltage breakers of compact mechanisms, the room left for sensor installation around moving contact and insulating tension pole is greatly limited. Moreover, certain impact on the motion characteristics of moving contact will be caused by installing the measuring pole of dis-placement sensor on moving contact. In the actual operation site of high-speed breaker, electromagnetic interference and major vibration can be caused during the transient process in the opening/closing operation of breaker, the electrical equipment operation in low-tension (direct) current circuit, the electrostatic field around electrical equipment, the electromagnetic wave radiation, and the short-circuit fault in electric transmission line or equipment, leading to serous interference on the displacement sensors installed within a close range. In order to avoid the electromagnetic interference mentioned above and for the convenience in installation and testing, noncontact measurement scheme is increasingly applied. In noncontact measurement scheme, the optical measurement technology is to use the acquired images as the carriers or means to detect and transmit information while detecting the tested targets, aiming at extracting useful signals from image. Based on contemporary optics, this technology is a modernized measurement technique in combination of electronics, information processing, computer graphics and computer vision [1] [2] [3] . Instrument and equipment based on optical measurement technique is able to realize online monitoring and real-time control. Besides, they are capable of working in dangerous conditions which are improper for manual operation [4] . One of the advantages the optical measurement system possesses is that it can complete noncontact measurement and work stably for a long time. The theoretical foundation for the measurement system to measure the motion state of breaker moving contact introduced in this paper is mainly based on noncontact measurement technique. The measurement system based on optical measurement technique is composed of optics system, imaging system, image collection and processing system. Certain distance should be kept between measurement system and moving contact. Images can be captured through light source, imaging system and image collection system. And then, data analysis of the images should be made and, the results or control signals should be outputted through processing system. Figure 2 is the schematic of the closing operation of high-speed breaker moving contact in noncontact measurement system. During the rectilinear motion of moving contact from A to B, CCD acquired the images of the whole motion process of moving contact by certain frequency, so as to obtain the distance-time curve of the moving contact.
As the general characteristics of high-speed breaker moving contact are not obvious and the image processing is complex, a layer of target object that is easy to identify is usually covered on the surface of moving contact. In general, the camera selected in system is black-and-white linear CCD and the acquired images are all gray-scale images. Therefore, stripping paper chequered with black and white is always selected as the target object adhered on moving contact to bear the motion information of moving object. When a moving contact moves, the system can decide the corresponding location of the contact at any moment according to the location of the black-and-white stripes in each image.
A piece of target object chequered with two black stripes and one white stripe was covered around the cylindrical moving contact of the breaker (as shown in Figure 3 ). See Figure 4 for the image acquired in linear CCD. The image showing a white stripe in the middle with two black stripes on both sides was the image of the target object reflected in CCD through imaging system. 
CCD AUTOMATIC GAIN ALGORITHM DESIGN
High-speed breaker is mainly used on industrial sites. When illumination quality on the site cannot be guaranteed, the optical system of the entire system needs to implement self-adaptation to the environmental illumination on the site. In general, compared with contrast ratio and illumination parameter, gain coefficient has the most influence on image quality. CCD cameras commonly used today have rich function library for camera parameter adjustment. The automatic gain algorithm described in this paper is to obtain high-quality images by adjusting the coefficient function of CCD. And the linear CCD selected in the experiment described in this paper was an 8-bit black-and-white camera with 1024 pixel points.
Automatic gain based on intermediate gray scale
Fundamental automatic gain algorithm is based on the standard of "intermediate gray scale" (or other dynamic values). While analyzing image quality, this kind of algorithms usually calculates the average value or weighted mean of the gray-scale values of all (or part of ) the pixels. The selected results can represent the illumination level of the whole image. Histogram is an effective tool in analyzing image gray scale and much information about image brightness can be obtained from it, such as whether the overall brightness of image is dark or bright, whether there's any disconnected area in the image, or whether the gray scale is evenly distributed. In the automatic algorithms commonly used today, an analytical method combining histograms of gray-scale dynamic distribution and average value of gray scale is generally applied [5, 6] . The linear CCD mentioned in this paper took an 8-bit black-and-white camera as the example. The gray-scale values of pixels were from 0 to 255. See Figure 5 for the successive dial gauge of gray scales. The gray scales in the middle have reflective rate of 20%. The optimal division for the average value of gray scale is generally [103, 154] . In the specific operation of the algorithm, an optimal division of gray scale should be preset. Then, calculate the dynamic distribution of histogram gray scale and obtain the average value of gray scale. Judge whether the average value of gray scale is within the optimal division. If not, make the average value fit the optimal division by adjusting exposure time and gain. If yes, judge whether the dynamic distribution of gray scale in the histogram account for 90%. If it is below 90%, adjust gain to make the dynamic distribution become higher than 90%. After the above steps are completed, the algorithm ends. The reference standard for the automatic gain algorithm based on "intermediate gray scale" is not strictly equal to the median of gray scale. It is generally some fixed value in the optimal division. Before starting the algorithm, an optimal division should be decided according to site environment. As the illumination environment on industrial site is not certain, the algorithm needs to decide different "optimal grays-scale values" in accordance with various illumination environmental conditions. Each calculation on image in the algorithm should be obtained from the calculation on previous image. Strong self-adaptiveness should also be attached. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm can ensure its long running time. It can be seen from the high-quality images acquired from CCD analysis that the dynamic distribution of gray scale in histogram in the images was less than 90% and the main gray scales were within [200, 255] and [0, 50]. In Figure 6 , (a) shows the ideal image of motion measurement in the experiment while (b) shows the image histogram. It can be seen from (b) that the gray scales of the images were mainly distributed on sides. As the target objects are black and white stripes, the images acquired from linear CCD were overlaid single rows of data. The images were single in detail of which the gray scales were mainly within the "all black" or "all white" areas. The distribution of gray scale did not account for more than 90%. As a result, the method of dynamic distribution of gray scale in the algorithm mentioned above is not applicable for this measurement system. 
Automatic gain based on image gray scale entropy
Image is a two-dimensional information source. Different gray-scale values of pixels on different locations can be taken. The grays scale of image can be expressed as n=2 8 . Pixel gray scale can be expressed as x. Assume each pixel and each gray-scale value are independently counted and no geometric position of pixel is considered, the definition of image gray-scale entropy [7] is shown in Equation (1) among which p(x) refers to the probability of gray scale.
The number of image gray-scale entropy can represent the dispersion degree value of the grays-scale distribution of image pixel. When gray-scale values of the entire image pixels in the calculated areas are almost the same, the gray-scale entropy will be small. When gray-scale values of the entire image pixels in the calculated areas are very different, the gray-scale entropy will be large. When gray-scale values of the entire image pixels in the calculated areas are the same, the image gray-scale entropy will be the minimum [8] . When image is sharp, the dispersion degree of pixel gray-scale value distribution will be high and the gray-scale entropy will be large. As a result, gray-scale entropy value can represent image sharpness and brightness to some extent.
Automatic gain based on squared gradient
Squared gradient evaluation function is one of automatic focus evaluation functions of which the value can reflect whether an image is on focus and whether the high-frequency image components reflected frequency domain are rich. The blank area can express whether image details and boundary parts are clear [9, 10] . Differential value is squared in squared gradient function so as to highlight the influence of differential value and improve SNR (signal to noise ratio). See the following equation for the definition of squared gradient function:
M*N refers to image size and (x, y) refers to gray-scale value of image pixel (x, y). Figure 7 shows the images acquired by CCD under the same condition but with different gain coefficients and the gray-scale images of data on the first row of each image. In the image, (a) refers to the condition of underexposure; (b) refers to the condition of ideal exposure; (c) refers to the condition of over-exposure. The algorithm measured image quality according to the square sum of the gray-scale differentials of adjacent pixels. Take the right half of the image as an example. When images were dark, part white stripes turned dark and the gray-scale value became lower. Besides, the square sum of the differential obtained by subtracting the gray-scale values of adjacent black stripes from those of the white stripes became lower. When images were in the condition as shown in (c), the exposure was over and black stripes turned white in CCD. The square sum of the differential between the gray-scale values of black stripes and those of adjust white stripes became lower. When images were in the condition as shown in (b), the exposure was ideal and the details of black-and-white stripes became obvious. The square sum of the differential between the gray-scale values of adjacent black and white stripes was bigger than that of (a) and (c). Therefore, (b) with better image brightness should be selected from these three images to complete the evaluation on image quality.
Process of the automatic gain algorithm based on squared gradient described in this paper can be expressed as follows: Different images were acquired under the same condition but with different gain coefficients. The image with better illumination was selected from the acquired images. According to experiment, squared gradient function had better unimodality and the peak was corresponding to the image with better illumination. 
Realization of automatic gain algorithm
The gain coefficients in linear CCD of the measurement system described in this paper can be regulated from 0 to 1,000. Under the same environment, the gain coefficients should be randomly set from small to large while different images should be acquired and used as the input data in algorithm. In the experiment, algorithms based on image gray-scale entropy and squared gradient were taken. The first rows of data obtained from each image in one group divided according to these two algorithms were processed. Then, these two automatic gain algorithms were compared in accordance with accuracy.
Automatic algorithm based on image gray-scale entropy can be realized through Equation (1) . In this algorithm, gray-scale probability statistics should be conducted on gray-scale value of one row of data. And then, log value of pixel gray-scale should be multiplied by the probability corresponding to this gray-scale value in the row of data. At last, the product sum of the row of data should be calculated. The obtained result can represent the gray-scale entropy of the image. Automatic algorithm based on squared gradient can be realized through Equation (2) . In this algorithm, the sum of squares of gray-scale difference obtained from adjacent data in one row of data should be calculated.
(1) Pictures taken when imaging system was in sharp focus Focal lengths of imaging lens and CCD gain coefficients were regulated to obtain clear imaging. Then, gain coefficient was regulated again to collect different images. Figure 8 shows the acquired 10 images:
(e) g=500 (f) g=600
(g) g=700 (h) g=800
(i) g=900 (j) g=1,000 Figure 8 . The images acquired by system with different gains. Figure 9 shows the processing results obtained from image gray-scale entropy algorithm. X-coordinate refers to image number and Y-coordinate refers to value of image gray-scale entropy. Figure 10 shows the processing results obtained from squared gradient algorithm. X-coordinate refers to image number and Y-coordinate refers to value of squared gradient. (2) Images taken when imaging system was not in sharp focus
Focal lengths of imaging lens and CCD gain coeffi-cients were regulated to obtain blurred imaging. Then, gain coefficient was regulated again to collect different images. Figure 11 shows the acquired 10 images. Figure 12 shows the processing results obtained from image gray-scale entropy algorithm. X-coordinate refers to image number and Y-coordinate refers to value of image gray-scale entropy. Figure 13 shows the processing results obtained from squared gradient algorithm. X-coordinate refers to image number and Y-coordinate refers to value of squared gradient. (3) Analysis of experimental results It can be seen from Figure 8 and Figure 11 that both images in sufficient illumination of these two groups were the No.7 ones. According to the resultant data from Figure 9 and Figure 12 , it can be seen that regardless of whether imaging is clear or fuzzy, in the automatic gain algorithm based on image gray-scale entropy, there is corresponding relation between image shading level and image gray-scale entropy. When the value image gray-scale entropy was bigger than 0, image became darker; when the value of image gray-scale entropy was less than 0, image became lighter. In addition, the bigger the difference value between value of gray-scale entropy and 0 was, the greater deviation between image exposure and normal level occurred. It can be seen from Figure 9 and Figure 12 that both images of which the values of gray-scale entropy were around 0 in these two groups were the No.5 ones, different from the images judged by human eye. When the judgement standard was changed into [-3, -2], the results were close to those obtained by human eye observation. For the algorithm based on image gray-scale entropy, a judgement standard needs to be preset. When gray-scale entropy is calculated to be within the standard range, the image exposure can be regarded as proper and no more regulation is needed. Moreover, during site commissioning, system standards need to be set according to site environment; or it won't be advantageous for commissioning.
For automatic gain algorithm based on squared gradient and according to the data from Figure 10 and Figure 13 , it can be seen that when the curve peak of Figure 10 occurred in No.7 image, that of Figure 13 occurred in No.7 image sharing the same image number judged by human eye. No matter whether the curve obtained by the algorithm based on squared gradient was in focus or not, images with proper exposure could still be captured while the curves contained steep unimodality and the calculation efficiency was high. Therefore, automatic gain algorithm based on squared gradient is the most appropriate algorithm for this noncontact measurement system. in detection. Instrument and equipment based on this technology are capable of real-timely controlling and online detecting. This paper introduced a scheme of applying noncontact measurement on high-speed breaker motion state. In the scheme, after high-speed breaker motion state is measured, and the comparison on several automatic gain algorithms of CCD in system can be made to obtain the optimal algorithm. As a result, high-quality images can be captured and more accurate motion state of high-speed breaker can be obtained.
